RIDER LM
LOAD MANAGEMENT RIDER

APPLICABILITY
Applicable to customers served under Rate DS, Rate DP or Rate TS. Rider LM is voluntary and offers customers the opportunity to reduce their demand charges by shifting electric load from peak to off-peak periods.

TIER I CUSTOMERS
For purposes of this Rider LM, “Tier I Customers” refers to those customers where electric service is furnished under the provisions of Rate DS or DP.

A. Charges
   i. The monthly Customer Charge of the applicable service tariff schedule will be increased by an additional monthly charge of seven dollars and fifty cents ($7.50) for each installed time of use (TOU) meter.
   ii. The Demand provision of the applicable service tariff schedule shall be modified to the extent that the billing demand shall be based upon the On Peak Period, as defined below.

B. For purposes of determining the On Peak Period and the Off Peak Period as applicable to Tier I Customers, the Summer Season is the period beginning June 1 and ending September 30 for customers with demand meters with programmable TOU registers. For Tier I Customers with interval metering, the Summer Season is as defined below for Tier II Customers.

C. For purposes of determining the On Peak Period and the Off Peak Period as applicable to Tier I Customers, the Winter Season consists of all other days which have not been recognized in the Summer Season.

D. At the Company’s discretion, Company will install a demand meter with programmable TOU register as such metering equipment and Company personnel are available. The customer will be required to pay the current installed cost of the TOU metering equipment in excess of the current installed cost of the standard demand register equipment, normally installed by the Company, which is required under the provisions of the applicable service tariff schedule. All metering equipment shall remain the property of the Company, which shall be responsible for its installation, operation, maintenance, testing, replacement, or removal.

TIER II CUSTOMERS
For purposes of this Rider LM, “Tier II Customers” refers to those customers where electric service is furnished under the provisions of Rate TS.

A. Charges
   i. The monthly Customer Charge of the applicable service tariff schedule will be increased by an additional monthly charge of one hundred fifty dollars ($150.00).
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TIER II CUSTOMERS (continued)

ii. The Demand provision of the applicable service tariff schedule shall be modified to the extent that the billing demand shall be based upon the On Peak Period, as defined below, provided however that in no case shall the billing demand be less than:

(a) Fifty (50%) of the highest fifteen (15) minute demand established during the Off Peak Period; or

(b) the billing demand as determined in accordance with the minimum Demand provisions of the applicable service tariff schedule.

iii. For purposes of determining the On Peak Period and the Off Peak Period as applicable to Tier II Customers, the Summer Season begins with consumption after the customer’s May meter reading and ends with the consumption billed as a result of the September meter reading. The following is an example of how the summer period by billing cycle is defined: For customers in the first billing cycle (Cycle 1), the summer billing season would cover the approximate period of May 1 through September 1. For customers in the last billing cycle (Cycle 21), the summer period would cover the approximate period of May 31 through September 30. The meter reading dates by billing cycle will vary based on the Company’s meter reading schedule.

iv. The Winter Season consists of all other days which have not been recognized in the Summer Season.

OFF PEAK PROVISION

The Off Peak Period for the summer season is defined as the period from 8:00 p.m. of one day to 11:00 a.m. of the following day; Friday from 8:00 p.m. to 11:00 a.m. of the following Monday; and from 8:00 p.m. of the day preceding a legal holiday to 11:00 a.m. of the day following that holiday. The Off Peak Period for the Winter Season is defined as the period 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. and from 9:00 p.m. of one day to 9:00 a.m. of the following day; Friday from 9:00 p.m. to 9:00 a.m. of the following Monday; and from 9:00 p.m. of the day preceding a legal holiday to 9:00 a.m. of the day following that holiday.

The following are recognized legal holidays as far as load conditions of the Company's system are concerned: New Year's Day, President's Day, Good Friday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day or with the exception that if the foregoing holidays occur on a Sunday, the following Monday is considered a holiday.

ON PEAK PERIOD

The On Peak Period is defined as all hours exclusive of the Off Peak Period hours set forth in the preceding section.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The term of contract shall be for a minimum period of one (1) year.

The Company shall not be required to increase the capacity of any service facilities in order to furnish off peak demands. The Company reserves the right, upon thirty (30) days notice to customers affected, to change the time or times during which on peak demands may be established.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS (continued)

The supplying and billing for service and all conditions applying thereto, are subject to the jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio and to the Company’s Service Regulations currently in effect, as filed with the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio.